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A wide and complete range of automatic case-packer machines has
been designed to meet end-of line packaging requirements relevant to
medium-large productivity standards. 
Designing has privileged flexibility by developing grouping devices able
to arrange products into different compositions, thus meeting the
requirements of an ever demanding market. A single machine allows the
passing either from one configuration to another and from one product to
another, thus reducing the time necessary to change the size to few
minutes. The same machine can be used to pack display cartons in
addition to classic American-style cases.

BEHAVIOUR

- Cases are vertically placed on the horizontal high capacity magazine,
thus allowing both a remarkable production autonomy and relieving the
operator of carrying out frequent filling up.
- Blanks cases are picked up from the magazine, then they are formed
and positioned in the filling station. As far as the fastest models are
concerned, cases are introduced into the working cycle through our
patented one-way rotation system, so that a case is always ready to be
filled.
- Products to be packed are arranged by a specific grouping device,
selected in accordance with the working speed, the kind of product to be
packed and the configuration inside the case.
- A double mechanical belt supplied with the relevant hot-melt or
adhesive tape sealing device, drives the filled cases.
- The modular composition of the system allows the products to be
sorted according to the layout required by the Customer on the basis of
the available space.
- The machine electronic control occurs through a PLC supplied with an
alarm message display, showing the user the operations to be carried
out.



VARIANTS AND OPTIONAL

- Outgoing products are identified by ink-jet marking.
- Cases can be sealed through adhesive tape or hotmelt sealing; both
systems can be used at the same time.
- Double inlet devices, double cases magazines and multiple outlets
allowing packaging of different products at the same time are also
available.
- Furthermore, the modular nature of the system means the machine
can feature grouping units for products such as cartons, vacuum or
pillow bags, trays and special products.
- A grouping unit able to set up cartons horizontally or vertically grouped
or otherwise positioned on a side, has been designed to allow the
system to achieve the maximum flexibility.
- As far as rigid or semirigid products such as cartons or similar products
are concerned, special grouping devices provided with a simple or
multiple vertical layering stacker are manufactered, in accordance with
the working speed to be obtained.

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL NB/I/10 NB/I/30/2 NB/I/30/4 NB/I/8 NB/I/8-V
Free air consumption 350 nl/1' 290 nl/1' 440 nl/1' 260 nl/1' 250 nl/1'
Input power 2,8 Kw 4,5 Kw 5,2 Kw 2,6 Kw 13 Kw
Input power with
HOT-MELT

8,3 Kw 10,4 Kw 11,4 Kw 8,1Kw 19 Kw

Production cases 11/1' 18/1' 24/1' 9/1' 14/1'
Range min. mm 250 x 150 x

140 H. - max mm 750
x 400 x 700 H.

min. mm 250 x 150 x
140 H. - max mm 750
x 400 x 700 H.

min. mm 250 x 150 x
140 H. - max mm 750
x 400 x 700 H.

min. mm 250 x 150 x
140 H. - max mm 750
x 400 x 700 H. &bull;

min. mm 250 x 150 x
140 H. - max mm 750
x 400 x 700 H.

Weight 2400 3870 4550 2120 3080
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Our specialists bring their expertise at your disposal to find the solution best suited to your case.
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